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Argument

The revolutionary transformation in Russian science toward the Soviet model of research started even before the revolution of 1917. It was triggered by the crisis of World War I, in response to which Russian academics proposed radical changes in the goals and infrastructure of the country’s scientific effort. Their drafts envisioned the recognition of science as a profession separate from teaching, the creation of research institutes, and the turn toward practical, applied research linked to the military and industrial needs of the nation. The political revolution and especially the Bolshevik government that shared or appropriated many of the same views on science, helped these reforms materialize during the subsequent Civil War. By 1921, the foundation of a novel system of research and development became established, which in its most essential characteristics was similar to the U.S. later phenomenon known as “big science.”

Those who watched Russian industry perform during the first months of the Great European War could not escape the conclusion that the country’s degree of economic, industrial, and scientific dependence upon Germany was intolerable and bordered on the colonial. This situation should not have been surprising in high technology fields, such as machines and chemicals, where less than 50 per cent of the needed products were manufactured in Russia (Grinevetskiy 1922, 33). But even in industries that could have relied entirely on native materials and supplies, some essential parts had to be imported. Once the border with Germany closed in August 1914, chaos ensued in Russian industry, which was unable to find or quickly produce substitutes for previously imported goods. Shocked by this discovery, some observers even suspected a pre-war German conspiracy behind this arrangement (Novorusskiy 1915). Although diplomats had been expecting a future showdown with the Central powers for years, no plans for the wartime mobilization of industry had been prepared. The crisis and shortages at the start of the war made many in Russia – as in other countries – envy the German war-oriented management of industries and demand centralized and rational planning of the economy several years before
this principle would be declared “socialist” by the revolutionary Bolshevik government.¹

Foreign investors dominated Russian civilian industry, which consequently relied on imported technologies and know-how rather than on independent research and expertise. Military industry and major munitions factories were owned by the state, yet even in this field which was traditionally the government’s concern, the prevailing strategy had been to buy and copy foreign innovations. In the judgment of an economic historian, while some of these factories “yielded to no one in the quality of their product and stood the test of international comparison and competition . . . there is no sign that the state sector was the locus of technical innovation or innovation in management style” (Gatrell 1994, 258). Putilov, Obukhov, and Okhta military factories established modest laboratory facilities during the war, but they were used primarily for routine control of production (Bastrakova 1973, 45). General A. A. Manikovskiy, who during the war was responsible for the equipment of the Russian army, could only complain that “Germany had supplied the entire world, including Russia, with the tools of war, and we had paid our money for the development of expensive German military industry” (Manikovskiy 1920, 237).

Once the war broke out, the military followed its traditional instincts and turned to allies and neutrals with requests for supplies and technology. Hastily, Manikovskiy tried to place orders for military equipment in Japan and the USA, which resulted in huge expenditures and limited satisfaction. A year later, he came to consider those purchases a mistake and to think that much better results could have been achieved had the resources been directed to the development of native industrial production from the very beginning of the war: “After having spent more than 300 million rubles on foreign automobiles, we now [November 1915] came to the decision to develop our own manufacturing” (Manikovskiy 1920, 248). Military officials also gradually recognized the need to develop or greatly expand the production of aircraft, chemicals, radios, optical devices, and other war-related products requiring advanced knowledge and expertise.

The war brought profound changes to Russian science as well. It broke scientific communications and contacts with colleagues from belligerent nations, resulting in virtual scientific isolation that lasted about six years, until the end of the Civil War in 1920. No other problem of that period – not even enormous economic and political hardships – caused as many complaints among Russian scientists, but none contributed so much to the development of their identity as a national community. Whereas before the war, most Russian research was published in foreign and foreign-language periodicals, the war years saw an upsurge in the number of national scientific societies and Russian-language academic journals (Aleksandrov 1996).

Perhaps even more importantly, the war crisis led to a major shift in attitudes toward research and its goals. In the preceding two or three decades – marked by ever

¹ See Bukshpan 1929 for the analysis and comparison of mobilization-style economies in Germany, Russia, and other belligerent countries during the Great War.
increasing nationalistic and imperialist competition between major powers – the prevailing motivation among Russian academic researchers was to catch up with their European colleagues in contributions to the world’s body of knowledge in “pure” sciences, all the while demonstrating sometimes benign, but mostly arrogant neglect of practical, “applied” research. Although similar attitudes were common in many other European countries, in fin-de-siècle Russia the ideology of pure science was taken much more seriously and literally. After all, industry offered practically no career opportunities for Russian scientists, and the only available jobs for them, with very few exceptions, existed at universities and other teaching institutions. The war changed the motivations and values of researchers most dramatically: even university-based scientists started searching for practical and military applications of their knowledge and establishing links with industry.

Relatively little could be accomplished in the course of the war itself to compensate for the almost total absence of such links previously. Yet the exposed inadequacy at the time of a major national crisis stimulated plans and activities toward the reform of Russian science. The reform implied, in its major trends, the creation of a national network of specialized institutions for research proper rather than teaching; a major reorientation towards research goals related to the nation’s practical needs; and a preference for large interdisciplinary projects with collectives of researchers and engineers engaged together in the simultaneous production of advanced knowledge and technology. The first blueprints for such reforms were drafted by Russian scientists in response to the experience of the World War; they were subsequently adopted, endorsed, and adapted by the revolutionary government during the years of the Civil War. As the international isolation of Russian science eased in 1921, the foundation of a novel government-sponsored institutional system of research and development with a characteristic pattern of a “symbiosis, . . . a fusion of ‘pure’ science, technology, and engineering” – which several decades later would receive the name “big science” (Pestre and Krige 1992, 93) – was already in place.

The period of World War I has hitherto received undeservedly little attention in the history of Russian science and in the history of Russia in general – as compared to the histories of other European countries – because it was overshadowed in perceived importance by the subsequent great revolution. To summarize the results achieved by the Russian Empire, one typically chooses 1913, the last year of peace, while the new society is seen as starting with the revolution of 1917; the intermediate war is generally viewed as a disintegration leading to a disgraceful end rather than as an emergence of something importantly new. This study – along with several other recent works – reconsiders the prevailing stereotype. The Great War is seen here as a beginning rather than an end, or, more precisely, the new Soviet society, in many of its essential features, appears to have been born during a period of permanent war –

2 On the ideology and praxis of scientists in a different national context, see Edgerton 1996.
1914 to 1921 – and to have retained for at least several decades some of the birthmarks acquired during this process.3

1. Science, Industry, and Military in the Late Russian Empire

“I don’t think it is dishonorable for a Russian professor of chemistry to work in the applied direction,” Vladimir Markovnikov of Moscow University defended himself in 1901. Despite the common recognition that chemistry was industrially and economically the most important scientific discipline of the late nineteenth century, Russian academic chemists took pride in working on “pure” topics. Even though Markovnikov’s investigations of the chemical composition of petroleum from Caucasian oil fields had led him to discover important new classes of organic substances, they still deviated from the accepted norm and required a special apology (Solov’ev 1985, 310).

Markovnikov had been drawn into studies of Russian oil by chance twenty years earlier, through an invitation to review the state of the country’s chemical industry. As no direct industrial statistics were available, he analyzed the existing data on foreign trade and concluded that national industry was capable of producing only the most primitive of chemicals, while almost all products that required special chemical knowledge or expertise were imported from abroad. The rapidly developing Moscow textile industry, in particular, depended on imports of not only synthetic dyes, but even of soda, from Germany. It was the “fate of all nations who are culturally less developed than others” to be economically disadvantaged when new artificial products are developed in more advanced countries, warned Markovnikov in his public lecture, “Modern Chemistry and the Russian Chemical Industry.” Having concluded that “one can hardly expect from Russian industry any stimulus for the development of chemistry in Russia,” he argued in favor of protectionist tariffs to encourage the production of more sophisticated chemicals (Markovnikov [1879] 1955, 646, 666). After the lecture, Markovnikov was approached by the entrepreneur V. I. Ragozin, who offered financial support for a research project on petroleum from Baku.

In contrast with the sorry state of the chemical industry, academic research in chemistry – as well as in mathematics and physiology – achieved a high level of development in late Imperial Russia. By the end of the century, most universities and engineering schools equipped advanced chemical laboratories for their professors’ research (Lomonosovskiy 1901). In Markovnikov’s judgment, Russian chemists were “sometimes ahead of others,” even though their studies had a “predominantly

3 A similar approach has also been developed in Holquist 1997; and Hoffmann and Holquist, forthcoming. With regard to science, Nathan Brooks (1992, 360) has already noted that “for chemists, the period from World War I through the early years of the Soviet regime was one of relative continuity, not discontinuity.” Several recent books indicate the rise of historical interest towards the role of World War I in Russian history (Pisarev and Mal’kov 1994; Mal’kov 1998; Smirnov 1999).
theoretical character.” His observation resembled typical British complaints of the time: the Russian chemist Nikolay Zinin discovered how to synthesize anilin, which was then used by the British chemist William Perkin to synthesize the first artificial dyestuff, but it was Germany that took all the profits from monopolizing the world’s industrial application of these discoveries. Markovnikov complained further that Russian industry suffered from a severe shortage of qualified technicians, but had no jobs to offer chemists with a university diploma (Markovnikov [1879] 1955, 642, 648).

Even Markovnikov, however, paid tribute to the common cult of his Russian and German peers by insisting that university instruction in chemistry should deviate in no way from the strict norms of pure science, lest its level be compromised. He waited for industry to become sophisticated enough to engage in a useful interaction with academic science, rather than allowing science to step down from its pedestal (Markovnikov [1879] 1955, 672–675). Twenty years later, around 1900, the debate was still alive in Russia on whether the country should industrialize or remain agricultural, even though industrialization was already developing apace with foreign capital and imported technologies, but without a single advanced industrial laboratory or any significant contact with academic science at the universities. Markovnikov’s research on applied topics remained, as before, a controversial exception to the dominant attitudes among his colleagues. Russian academic chemists enjoyed a great international reputation, and petroleum exports were rising rapidly, but the chemical industry constituted a pitiful 2.1 per cent of the country’s total industrial production (Kovalevskiy 1900, 242).

A rather unique exception from the prevailing norm was Dmitriy Mendeleev (Mendeleyev), Markovnikov’s colleague from St. Petersburg, famous for his invention of the periodic table of chemical elements. A very unconventional academic, Mendeleev ventured far outside his special field of inorganic chemistry, publishing and advising government officials and private individuals on various matters of industrial production, metrology, technology, economics, foreign trade – where he also favored and helped introduce protectionist tariffs – and politics. Even more unusual for a university professor, Mendeleev also did some important research for the military. I. M. Chel’ssov, chemistry professor at the School of Mine Officers in St. Petersburg, asked him to help the Russian Navy discover the secret of the latest French invention, smokeless gunpowder. Hoping to learn some secrets from the Allies, Mendeleev undertook a special trip to France and Britain, reporting afterwards that the French did not want to share much, while the British were more open but their powder was no good. Yet what little he had learned enabled Mendeleev to start experiments in his university laboratory and eventually to offer the Navy his own version of smokeless gunpowder, together with a piece of advice:

The safe and timely achievement of the goal of providing the Russian Navy with appropriate types of smokeless gunpowder is possible only with the help of an independent scientific and practical study of the problem in Russia, whereby all details
would have to be developed by us ourselves, and the appropriate temporary secrecy maintained at the level with which similar activities are pursued in England, France, and Germany. (Dmitriyev 1996, 137)

The Navy agreed to establish a Scientific-Technical Laboratory in 1891, with which Mendeleev was affiliated until 1895, yet his efforts proved abortive. Mendeleev’s version of smokeless gunpowder was tested in 1893, but the rivalry between the Navy and the War ministries impeded its full-scale industrial production (Gordin 2001, ch.7). By the time of Mendeleev’s death in 1907, the project had been abandoned for at least three years, for which Russia paid dearly during the Great War. As for the War Ministry, it did not have any research facility until December 1914 – several months into the full-scale European war – when it established its own Central Scientific-Technical Laboratory (Nauka 1920, 117–118).

The situation with research at military schools was not much further advanced. As a young officer studying at the Grand Duke Mikhail Artillery Academy in St. Petersburg, Vladimir Ipatieff (Ipat’ev) nourished aspirations to become a chemist. Among his Academy professors was one famous scholar – metallurgist Dmitriy Chernov – who had made fundamental discoveries in the fields of steel production and gun manufacturing, but teaching and occasional consulting rather than original research occupied the rest of the faculty. As there was no chemical laboratory to speak of, Ipatieff assembled a small private laboratory in his apartment. Upon graduation in 1892, he became the Academy’s instructor in chemistry and – in order to produce a dissertation necessary for promotion to the professorial rank – attended a laboratory at St. Petersburg University. Ipatieff’s request for funding at the Artillery Academy was initially turned down by a superior, who explained in a soft, insinuating voice, with which he was used to overruling his opponents, why the chemical laboratory never received more than half of its allotted money. . . . He said there was no reason why the Academy should appropriate money for a laboratory which had not produced a single scientific investigation in ten years and whose only published dissertation did not describe a single experiment. (Ipatieff 1946, 59, 102–109)

Only after Ipatieff had defended his dissertation and been promoted in 1899 to become the Academy’s first Professor of Chemistry and Explosives did he manage to organize the chemical laboratory properly. There he soon discovered a new class of catalytic organic reactions occurring under high temperatures with iron as a catalyst, which brought him recognition and fame in the academic world and opened the way toward his subsequent groundbreaking studies of chemical catalysis. Even though he taught at a military school and rose to the rank of general by 1910, Ipatieff regarded his laboratory research as “pure organic chemistry,” made little if any effort to put his discoveries to military or civilian use, and blamed industry for the lack of interest:
Unfortunately, the Russian chemical industry was too immature to use the scientific discoveries even then available. I still did not bother to take out patents, and once told one of my friends that I was a scientist and wanted complete freedom in my work, which I would not have if I had to be concerned with patents. Had I been a German chemist, I should probably have been infected by the same patent disease as were others. The German chemical industry made full use of my data at no cost to itself. (Ipatieff 1946, 174, 178)

Ipatieff recalled that his attitude toward industrial applications started changing in 1913, after a German engineer took a patent right on his discoveries. A major shift in his understanding of what it was to be a scientist, however, occurred due to the Great War. The extreme lack of shells was considered the major cause of the Russian Army’s difficulties during the first year of the war. To deal with the problem, the Chief Artillery Administration established a commission for the procurement of munitions. The commission started its work with arranging for major purchases of toluen and crude benzol abroad, primarily in the United States, rather than developing their manufacture in Russia. “The mood in general” – recalled Ipatieff – “was one of pessimism with a lack of confidence in our own forces and a feeling of inferiority in the face of German technology” (Ipatieff 1946, 196). That initial decision was regretted and reversed in 1915, when the commission ordered the construction of the first state benzol plant in the Donets coal basin. The plant started producing in September 1915 and was followed immediately by the construction of some twenty more state and private factories and by further work on the production of other war-needed chemicals: benzene, toluen, trotyl, and xylene.4

On 26 January 1915 professor-chemist and General A. A. Zabudskiy, the commander of the newly created Central Scientific-Technical Laboratory of the army, called a meeting to discuss the technical component of the war. Besides other topics, the meeting briefly considered the use of “suffocating and intoxicating gases in shells,” which the majority of officers opposed, arguing that “such methods can be regarded as inhuman and have not been previously used by the Russian army.” Still, Zabudskiy did not completely rule out possible future uses of poison gases, “in case of the enemy’s gross abuse of such methods.” He ordered the laboratory’s department of powder and explosives to conduct research on appropriate substances in order to be ready “in case of an emergency, to start production.”5 The emergency was not long in coming: in late May 1915, one month after the first massive attack with poison gas on the Western front, the Germans used chemical weapons also in the East, at Rawka near Warsaw, causing the Russian army about 9,000 casualties, more than 1,000 of

4 On the “shell crisis” and attempts to purchase materials abroad, see Stone 1975, ch. 7. On the wartime production, see Ipatieff 1946 and “Materialy o nalichii proizvodstva i rashireni proizvodstva vzryvchatykh veschestv i promezhutochnych produktov; 1915” Voyenno-istoricheskiy arkhiv, Moscow (hereafter VIA), f. 507, op. 2, d. 37.
5 Zabudskiy to the Secretary of the General Staff M. A. Belyayev, 29 January 1915. VIA f. 507, op. 3 d. 192, pp. 1–2.
which were fatalities. Only then did the Chief Artillery Administration organize a special Commission on Poison Gases, for the production of liquid chlorine, phosgene and other gases for use in shells (Haber 1986, 36–39; Ipatieff 1946, 197–215).

The commissions on explosives and on poison gases merged in 1916 to form the Chemical Committee, which later added three more departments: Incendiaries and Flame Throwers, Gas Masks, and Acids. The first tests of shells filled with chlorine took place in June 1915. Industrial production of chlorine started in early 1916, and of phosgene later that year. The committee decided to abstain from using cyanide-containing substances unless the Germans used them first, but went ahead with producing chloropicrin – tear gas – and a few other chemicals.6 Driven by the huge military demand, Russian industrial production swelled during the war years (Gatrell 1986, 185). Employment in the chemical industry rose between 1913 and 1917 from 33,000 to 117,000 workers (Strumilin 1935). The crisis with the production of explosives and shells was resolved, at least partly, in 1916 (Barsukov 1938, 351). Hundreds of tons of poisonous chemicals were also produced, but, according to the available statistics, by April 1917, most of them remained at storage and production sites, with only the miniscule amount of 138 puds (just over 2 tons) of liquid chlorine actually delivered to the front.7 It thus does not seem likely that the already decaying Russian army had a good chance of using any substantial amount of chemical weapons.

While Ipatieff and his military peers at the Chemical Committee were building and mobilizing the chemical industry, civilian chemists started searching for ways to make their contributions to the war effort.8 Aleksei Chichibabin, chemistry professor at Moscow Higher Technological School, published newspaper appeals to chemists, inviting them to join research on medicaments, and to industrialists, arguing that in order to achieve economic independence from Germany, “The Russian chemical industry, from the very beginning, must find its basis in Russian science . . . and take care of the establishment of most favorable conditions for the quickest and widest development of Russian chemical science” (Chichibabin 1914; 1915). Chichibabin put his laboratory to work on alkaloids for the needs of the pharmaceutical industry and started developing methods for the production of opium, codeine, morphine, aspirin, and other medicaments, the importation of which stopped during the war. About 30 volunteers – chemists and chemistry students – joined him in this effort, and in March 1916 the Council of Ministers approved the establishment of an experimental pharmaceutical factory adjacent to the Moscow Higher Technological School for the production of war medicaments (Yevtseyeva 1958, 332–334).


7 For the statistical data on Russian production of war-related chemicals in 1916–1917, see Bukshpan 1929, 362–366. For the data on production and deliveries of suffocating substances, see “Perepiska i doneseniya ob izgotovlenii i perevozakh udushayushchikh sredstv, 1915–1917,” VIA, f. 504, op. 16, d. 20, p. 590.

8 For more on Russian chemistry and the war, see Brooks 1997.
Probably the biggest single contribution by a Russian academic scientist to the war effort came from Ipatieff’s scientific rival, Nikolay Zelinskiy of Moscow University. In 1915 Zelinskiy started working on the so-called “passive chemical warfare,” by the fall of the same year proposed using activated charcoal for protection against poison gases and developed appropriate chemical methods for the required activation (Zelinskiy and Sadikov 1918; [1941] 1960). Engineer Eduard L. Kumnant designed a special rubber mask with a container for charcoal, and the manufacturing of the Kumnant-Zelinskiy mask started in 1916, despite delays caused by red tape and rivalry with other inventors. By the end of the war, Russia had produced some 15 million gas masks of several different types (Ipatieff 1946, 218–235; Nametkin 1954, 11).9

However important this particular invention was, it started paying off only in 1917, when the country’s determination and willingness to wage war was already collapsing. Overall, the degree of involvement of Russian scientists in the war hardly matched that of their German, British, and French peers.10 Institutionally and as a community, Russian science came to the situation of national emergency unprepared. With no pre-existing working relationship with either military or civilian industry, even the available scientific expertise and potential could not be used effectively. Connections had to be established in the course of the war itself, which took time and started delivering modest results only toward the end of the war. In contrast, the Russian scientists’ response to the inadequacies revealed by the war and their public outcry for major reforms were anything but modest.

2. The Idea of Research Institutes

In an Empire pregnant with revolution, many monarchists and conservatives were looking forward to progressive change, while those who under normal conditions would be called moderates held radicalism in high fashion. Even many representatives of the noble and wealthy classes developed a distaste for half-measures and piecemeal, compromise solutions, preferring, at least in posture, tear-downs to add-ons, revolution to reform. The spectrum of proposals for social change favored by Russians reflected many common international trends of the early twentieth century, but tended to be more radical in demands, more uncompromising in tone, and more urgent in time schedule. Ideas for reform in science proposed by Russian scientists display a very similar characteristic. For example, the public value of research versus teaching was rising in all major scientific powers, but in late Imperial Russia this tendency took the form of a demand that scientists should be liberated from teaching

---

9 See also “Opisaniya i chertezhi izobreteniy protivogazov i priborov dlya bor’by s otravlyayuschimi veshchestvami, 1915–1917” VIA, f. 507, op. 5, d. 72; and “Svedeniya o yezhednevnom proizvodstve protivogazov, 1917,” VIA, f. 504, op. 16, d. 179.

obligations altogether and recognized as a separate profession with their own specialized institutes for research. After several twists and turns during the turbulent second decade of the century, this idea materialized in revolutionary Russia and eventually became the single most characteristic feature of the Soviet system of science.

The adage that “the success of science (and technology) is impossible without emancipating the modern scientist from his obligations as a teacher” belongs to Kliment Timiryazev, the famous plant physiologist from Moscow University and a radical democrat by political convictions. Timiryazev came to this conclusion in 1911 in response to two important events of that year, the infamous Kasso affair in Moscow and the founding of the Kaiser Wilhelm Gesellschaft in Berlin. A few months earlier, the governing body of Moscow University, its Academic Council, was caught in a conflict between radical students and the police. By Russian standards, a student meeting on the university campus in memory of the recently deceased Count Lev Tolstoy was viewed as political, and therefore illegal. After all, Tolstoy was not only the country’s greatest novelist but also a dissident religious thinker officially excommunicated from the Russian Orthodox Church. The police entry on campus in order to prevent students from meeting was also illegal, as it violated the principle of university self-governance. In protest of this violation, the rector, Aleksandr Manuylov, and two other highest elected officials of the University, Mikhail Menzbir and Petr Minakov, resigned from their administrative posts. To reprimand them, the minister of Enlightenment, Duke Kasso, not only accepted their resignations as administrators, but also fired them from their professorial positions. This abuse of power triggered a wave of solidarity resignations among other members of the Academic Council. In total, about a quarter of the faculty – more than 100 professors and privatdocents – resigned in a rather bold act, since only few of them could have reasonable hopes of obtaining positions elsewhere, outside the system of state schools.11

Never before – except perhaps in the devastating fire during Napoleon’s occupation of 1812 – had Moscow University experienced such a damaging blow, and the public outcry against government “obscurantism” ran high, especially in the Moscow press. Since Timiryazev had already reached retirement age, his personal resignation was largely an act of symbolic protest, but as a public figure, he was one of the most principled and vocal critics of the regime. Other timely news arrived from the foreign press, allowing Timiryazev to discuss the treatment of science in the favorite Russian genre of political discourse, by juxtaposing and contrasting Russia to some mythical, undifferentiated “West.” Typical for “us,” in his narrative, was the pogrom of Moscow University faculty by Kasso and state bureaucrats, while characteristic for “them” was the opening ceremony of the Kaiser Wilhelm Gesellschaft in Berlin with its projected dozen research institutes. Although one might question the value of the genre of festive speeches as a source of real

11 See the description of the Kasso affair in P. N. Lebedev to F. A. H. Krüger, February 1911 (Lebedev 1990, 358–359). For a general study of the conflicts at Russian universities in the early twentieth century, see Kasow 1989.
information, Timiryazev extracted from Emil Fischer’s opening address the conclusion he wanted: that Germans held science in such high regard as to establish separate institutes for researchers “without teaching obligations” (Timiryazev [1911] 1963).

Timiryazev was not only an influential scientist, but also a true democrat. His unreserved belief in science was matched only by his unreserved belief in democracy and, furthermore, by the insistence that the two had to come hand in hand. To hold such views in the early twentieth century – when Germany led the world in many sciences – was somewhat counterfactual, but Timiryazev was not discouraged by this inconsistency. He was confident not only that science under Anglo-Saxon democracies must be much better off than in imperial Germany, but also that it had surely advanced further in the progressive trend of liberating science from teaching. After all, he had heard something about the Carnegie Institution in Washington and about the “endowment of research” in Britain, and he misinterpreted these examples as proof for his claim (Timiryazev [1911] 1963, 58).

In accordance with the genre rules of writing on “Russia and the West,” Timiryazev depicted his country as backward for still having “all its science concentrated in universities,” while “the entire civilized world” had recognized the highest value of research itself. The massive resignation of Moscow professors had proved to him that scientists could not be free as long as they remained in their teaching positions as state employees. The Kasso affair destroyed the international pride of Moscow science, Pëtr Lebedev’s laboratory in the cellar of the Physics Institute. Lebedev, famous for the experimental discovery of the pressure of light, left the university together with most of his students, thus losing his well-equipped laboratory and with it the possibility of continuing a productive research program. Timiryazev appealed to Moscow merchants to save “their” Lebedev and help create “safe havens for scientific research” in the form of research institutes independent of state universities. He remained fully convinced that his proposal to separate science and university education was following the general trend of more developed countries rather than embarking on an original path of institutional development (Timiryazev [1911] 1963, 58, 65).

Timiryazev’s call found a warm reception among many other scientists and publicists, but the idea developed further in two distinctively different forms. Timiryazev and other Moscow authors argued for the establishment of non-governmental facilities for research and looked towards private philanthropy for support. Like Lebedev, many Moscow professors came from the merchant estate themselves or had other personal ties to families of major local merchants and industrialists, who by the early twentieth century had developed a taste for cultural philanthropy (Buryshkin 1991). The initiative of professors who resigned resulted in 1912 in the founding of the (awkwardly named) Moscow Society for Scientific Institute with the purpose of raising private funds and donations for the construction of non-governmental research institutes (Zernov 1912). Four such institutes – in
physics, chemistry, biology, and the social sciences — were planned, and two were actually built despite the on-going war. After Lebedev’s premature death of heart disease in 1912, his pupil Petr Lazarev continued pushing forward the construction of the Physical Institute and eventually became its director, while the Biological Institute came to be directed by Nikolay Koltsov. Both institutes opened in 1917, on the eve of the revolution, and later became the nuclei of the much larger Soviet institutions.

In contrast to the Moscow academics, their colleagues in St. Petersburg had much closer relations — personal and otherwise — to the state bureaucracy, and typically looked to the government as a source of patronage. The Imperial Academy of Sciences in St. Petersburg used the occasion of Mikhail Lomonosov’s bicentennial in 1911 – marked by the festive official celebrations of the proclaimed founding father of national Russian science — to lobby the establishment of a large Lomonosov Institute for research in three fields: physics, chemistry, and mineralogy. The proposal received His Majesty’s approval, but was later postponed due to the Great War and never materialized (Bastrakova 1999; Imperatorskaya 1917, 102–106). The idea of state research institutes, however, did not die. Another major spokesman for Russian science, Vladimir Vernadsky (Vernadskiy) from the Academy of Sciences, modified it according to the new situation during the war and made first steps towards its practical realization, with huge consequences for the post-revolutionary period.

3. The Study of Natural Productive Forces

World War I cultural propaganda centered around the theme of the holy struggle between civilization, culture, and barbarity. Russia’s traditional dependence on Europe, particularly Germany, made it harder for Russian authors to use the language of militant cultural nationalism that permeated the writings of French, German, and British war ideologues. Russian educated elites could easily formulate their opposition to the “Teutonic race” in nationalistic, monarchist, religious, or moral terms, but not in terms of cultural superiority. Instead, they pictured Russia’s war as a war for cultural and economic independence against the cultural imperialism of Germans. Once the war broke out, Russian writers who had previously decried the country’s backwardness in inflated terms started calling its lack of culture only “illusory” and claiming that “the victory over Germany is necessary in the name of [European] culture” (Brenchkevich 1915, 32; Grimm 1915, 14–15; Trubetskoy 1915).

Compared to religious philosophers, scientists in Russia had even fewer reasons to claim nationalistic cultural superiority. Unlike their western colleagues, they typically produced rather moderate, almost internationalist statements, and complained most strongly about the damage done by the war to international exchange and communication in science. The pacifist Timiryazev was on the left side of the political spectrum, and even during the war continued to proclaim science as a universal, international, and rational activity, denouncing all its military applications...
Vernadsky, geologist and geochemist, was much closer to the political center and also much younger. He was one of the leaders of the constitutional democrats, the political party of liberal opposition in late Imperial Russia that favored the establishment of a constitutional monarchy and was nicknamed “the party of professors,” since its Central Committee consisted mostly of established academics. Vernadsky had also resigned from Moscow University during the Kasso affair of 1911; he was later elected to the Imperial Academy of Sciences and moved to St. Petersburg. As the major wartime public spokesman of science, he represented the Academy rather than universities.  

The war had a great impact on Vernadsky’s scientific and social views. He felt that the tremendous movement of human masses during mobilization resembled the power of geological forces, which prompted his investigation of global, geological effects of human activities, the long line of inquiry that established his later reputation as one of the founding fathers of ecological thought. In historical terms, Vernadsky predicted that the on-going war – like the decades of European wars after 1789 – would mark the transition to a new historical era, in particular with regard to the role and the importance of science “because of its real applications to the interests of defense, despite moral reservations” (Vernadsky [1916a] 1922, 54). Like most Russian scientists, Vernadsky lamented the interruption of scientific contacts between belligerent nations, mistakenly believing that scientific research in other European countries continued on its prewar scale:

As we know, we are continuing our scientific work with the same speed. Our work is developing and improving now, and it also had not been interrupted or slowed down in the years of our other national disturbances – either during the war with Japan or in the years of the revolution [of 1905]. (Vernadsky [1915a] 1922, 135)

Whether Vernadsky understood it or not, his statement reflected the fact that Russian science was much less integrated into the total war effort than science in Britain, Germany, or France. He acknowledged, at least, that it was ill-prepared for the new tasks, and he expected major changes to happen in the immediate postwar period: “[Although] the development of science will not stop the war, . . . regardless of the outcome of the war, both winners and losers will have to direct their thought towards further development of scientific applications to the military and navy affairs” (Vernadsky [1915a] 1922, 131–132).

According to Vernadsky, the most important task facing postwar Russian science would not be the competition with other nations in pure science, but the study of Russia’s own natural resources and productive forces:

Russian society has suddenly realized its economic dependence on Germany, which is intolerable for a healthy country and for an alive strong nation . . . . [This dependence]
has transcended the limits of necessary, unavoidable and profitable exchange of products
of nature, labor, and thought between two neighboring nations. It has developed into an
exploitation of one country by the other . . . . One of the consequences – and also one
of the causes – of Russia’s economic dependence on Germany is the extraordinary
insufficiency of our knowledge about the natural productive forces with which Nature
and History has granted Russia. (Vernadsky [1915b] 1922, 5)

By his count, only 31 out of 61 economically useful chemical elements were
mined and produced in Russia. Even aluminum had to be imported, since deposits
of bauxite had not yet been explored. Vernadsky believed that practically any useful
mineral could be found in the country’s enormous territory and referred to this work
as “necessary for national security,” since Russia had to catch up with other nations
in this regard (Vernadsky [1916a] 1922, 65). Following his proposal, in February 1915
the Imperial Academy of Sciences abandoned its century-long tradition of
concentrating on pure science and established a Commission for the Study of Natural
Productive Forces of Russia (KEPS) (Koltsov 1999, 14–15). The task of KEPS,
according to Vernadsky, encompassed the study of all kinds of national resources and
called for collaboration and mobilization of geologists, mineralogists, zoologists,
botanists, chemists, physicists, and even social scientists, which would follow the
element of the war-time “mobilization of various engineers who work on the basis
of exact sciences, physicians, bacteriologists, and . . . chemists.” Vernadsky was aware
that these plans could be realized fully only after the end of the war, but he insisted
that preparations had to start right away. He did not worry too much about wartime
expenditures on the project that would bear fruit only in the long run, because “one
can establish all the necessary research institutes at the expense of just one super-
dreadnought” (Vernadsky [1916a] 1922, 54–5, 65).

With regard to these mobilization plans, science and scientific manpower began to
be considered among the country’s most important resources. The Academy in
Petrograd together with the editorial board of the Moscow scientific periodical
Priroda established a joint commission to prepare the first national census of academic
populations and institutions. In early 1917, questionnaires were distributed to all
known scholarly institutions in Russia, and the answers were collected by the year’s
end from both capitals – Petrograd and Moscow – and from the majority of
provinces. Due to revolutionary unrest, the results of the survey could not be
published as planned in early 1918. With financial help from the Bolshevik’s
Commissariat of Enlightenment, the two volumes were published a couple years
later, containing unprecedented but by that time already somewhat outdated
demographic information on science and scientists in Petrograd and Moscow almost
exactly on the eve of the November 1917 Bolshevik coup (Nauka 1920–1922).

Vernadsky did not need to wait for the results of the census to declare in 1915 that
the war had revealed that the existing scientific infrastructure was totally insufficient
for the proposed grand project and that cardinal changes were needed there as badly
as they were needed in Russia’s political system:
After the war of 1914–1915 we will have to make known and accountable the natural productive forces of our country, i.e. first of all to find means for broad scientific investigations of Russia’s nature and for the establishment of a network of well equipped research laboratories, museums and institutions . . . . This is no less necessary than the need for an improvement in the conditions of our civil and political life, which is so acutely perceived by the entire country. (Vernadsky [1915a] 1922, 140)

Itself an assembly of research laboratories by statute, the Academy of Sciences in terms of its financing was one of the institutions of the royal court and thus naturally expected state patronage. The support it already had, however, was certainly inadequate for the proposed goal of KEPS, but Vernadsky insisted that the work had to start immediately, without waiting for the war’s end. As the first step, he proposed the preparation of a series of publications with detailed summaries of the available knowledge on Russia’s energy, minerals, ores, plants, animals, and chemical factories. He specifically listed some minerals that were in great demand and had to be searched for without delay. With an initial modest contribution from the Academy’s budget, KEPS commissioned a number of scientists to write such reviews, which were published as the series Materials for the Study of the Natural Productive Forces of Russia.

Reviewing the results of the first year, Vernadsky formulated an ambitious plan of further reform directed toward “a new organization of scientific work” on the national level. His scheme consisted of (1) the national congress of scientists for the discussion of the study of productive forces, (2) coordination of scientific work for the sake of planned research, and (3) creating new research institutions: museums, laboratories and institutes. Vernadsky specifically elaborated on the latter point, arguing that the entire national network of specialized research institutes of applied, theoretical, and mixed nature was needed as a matter of state priority and that KEPS should draft plans for them. He was convinced that “the higher schools alone cannot satisfy the growing needs of scientific research,” and therefore of the “impossibility and the disadvantage of the permanent linking of all scientific research work to the institutions of higher education” (Vernadsky [1916b] 1922, 29).

In his 1916 report to KEPS, Vernadsky mentioned plans for an institute on clay and aluminum, and for an experimental station on Kara-Bugaz Bay on the Caspian Sea (a deposit of raw salts). In the following year, KEPS drafted proposals for a half–dozen more research institutes and laboratories of applied aims (Platinum, Physico-Chemical Analysis, Hydrology, Alloys and Metallography, Petroleum), while learned societies proposed several more institutes (Metallurgy, Pharmaceuticals, Chemical Reagents, Coal) (Bastrakova 1973, 46–49). The idea of separate research institutes thus appeared again, this time in the form of a much broader and comprehensive network and within the context of the important practical task facing the nation.

Many years later, some Soviet historians referred to Vernadsky’s proposal of 1916 as a prophetic anticipation of the Soviet system of planned research with the Academy as its highest administrative body. Although some aspirations apparently had been present all along, the Academy would not be able to achieve this until some twenty
years later, in the mature Stalinist society (Vucinich 1984). For the immediate
turbulent decade of wars and revolutions, however, the significance of the Academy
and KEPS would be less in administering, than in part encouraging, in part
coordinating, but most of all reflecting the general trend. Similar processes were
developing largely independently at various locations throughout the Empire, as
formerly “pure” academics were turning toward work that was of economic and
military importance, establishing nuclei of new research institutions, and preparing
blueprints and proposals for expanded postwar activity along these lines. It was
specifically these wartime proposals and activities that – after 1917 – provided the
foundation for the emerging special relationship between science and the
revolutionary government.

4. Revolution and the War’s Legacy

Timiryazev’s pacifism contributed to his rapprochement with the Bolsheviks, the
only political party in Russia that opposed the imperialist war on principle. Ailing
health did not permit the patriarch of Russian science to participate personally in the
organizational reform of scientific institutions, but his public position helped forge
the pact between research-oriented academics and the Soviet regime. Timiryazev
became the first famous scientist to express open support for the Bolshevik-led
government when it was still struggling to consolidate its power. Grateful Bolsheviks
helped Timiryazev with the publication of his volume of collected public essays and
speeches, *Science and Democracy*, which came out in 1920 and received a particularly
warm welcome from Lenin (Timiryazev [1920] 1963). The 1911 article on the
liberation of science from teaching was reprinted in the volume and thus appeared to
have received the highest political approval.

Yet even without waiting for Lenin’s indirect endorsement, scientists and Soviet
officials quickly agreed on the idea that a research institute was the best and the most
progressive way of organizing science. To Nikolay Gorbunov – then probably the
most influential patron of science in Bolshevik circles – the concept looked so
genuinely revolutionary that he managed to insert a phrase about linking research to
industrial production and establishing the “entire network of new scientific applied
institutes, laboratories, experimental stations, and testing facilities” into the new
Communist Party Program adopted at the 1919 Party Congress (Bastrakova,
Ostrovityanov, et al. 1968, 91; Gorbunov 1986, 14–15). A young chemical
engineering graduate from Petrograd Technological Institute, Gorbunov was one of
the few important Bolsheviks who possessed technical expertise and thus played a
crucial role in designing early Soviet policies regarding science and technology.¹³

¹³ Gorbunov’s influence depended not so much on his relatively low formal rank in the party hierarchy than
on his post as the secretary of the Soviet government, which provided him direct access to all important
decision makers. For more on his role in the organization of Soviet science, see Gorbunov 1986.
Sergey Ol’denburg, the permanent secretary of the Russian Academy of Sciences, summarized the mutual consensus a few years later in the following formula: “while the eighteenth century was, for science, the century of academies, the nineteenth century became the century of universities, and the twentieth century is starting to become the century of research institutes” (Ol’denburg 1927, 89).

The Bolsheviks bought into the idea even more readily, as it helped them to win over scientists as collaborators and simultaneously to sort out their ambivalent relationship with professors. While being enthusiastically pro-science at the most extreme—for both ideological and pragmatic reasons—the Bolsheviks often perceived as “counter-revolutionary” the predominant species among the real-life carriers of scientific knowledge, the college professor. Many university councils, indeed, openly protested the ousting of the Provisional government by the Soviets in November 1917, and, even more importantly, faculty representatives effectively rejected the proposal of a radically egalitarian, democratic reform of higher education drafted by the Commissariat of Enlightenment in spring 1918 (Smirnova 1979). Ever since, the Soviet officials had treated defenders of academic autonomy with suspicion and hostility, but they generally gave a much warmer welcome to the very same individuals when they appeared in the role of scientists or experts rather than faculty members. Even the leader of liberal university opposition, biologist Mikhail Novikov, collaborated very successfully with the industrial commissariat as the head of the Moscow commission of scientific experts, while at the same time, in his other role as the rector of Moscow University, he organized strikes of university professors and struggled bitterly against the Commissariat of Enlightenment (Novikov 1930). Novikov ended up being exiled from the country in 1922 together with some 160 representatives of the academic opposition, but many more scholars found that the newly organized research institutes offered them a much more comfortable and freer shelter than the politically and administratively embattled universities. The resulting gradual flow of scientists from teaching to research positions made it easier for the Bolsheviks to start replacing old bourgeois professors with politically and ideologically more loyal teachers of students.

For scientists and scientific experts for the government, the criterion of political loyalty was generally much lower than for university teachers. General Ipatieff was a monarchist and did not welcome even the February revolution, thinking that “a constitutional monarchy would have served Russia’s needs best.” He had no belief in the Bolsheviks’ utopian goals, although he gave them credit for one thing, that “having gained control of the nation, they made the only sensible move possible in concluding peace immediately” (Ipatieff 1946, 246, 263). When the Bolsheviks usurped political power in the capital, Ipatieff persuaded his subordinates at the military Chemical Committee that “army men had no right to stop their work in war time” and that “the government in power should be obeyed.” He took a similar line at the meeting of the Physico-Mathematical division of the Academy of Sciences:
Control of the state belong[s] to the group capable of setting up a strong government. . . . In the period [of general dissatisfaction] the intelligentsia . . . should not try to oppose the new government. Our personal feelings toward the Bolshevik regime were ours alone and no one could force us to express them. The autocracy of the Tsarist regime had dissatisfied many of us; yet we had continued to do our duty. (Ipatieff 1946, 259–260)

With such an understanding of Russian national interests and of his own duty, Ipatieff did not hesitate to start an immediate active collaboration with the new regime in his professional role as a military scientist. The Bolsheviks for their part entrusted the monarchist with high-level posts within the Soviet government. In May 1920 Ipatieff was appointed to direct the former Central Scientific-Technical Laboratory of the War Ministry, soon to be renamed the State Scientific-Technical Institute (GONTI). Subsequently, as a member of the governing collegium of the economic commissariat VSNKh, he was effectively in charge of the nation’s chemical industry and research (Ipatieff 1946, 285–330).

As a liberal, and also a deputy Minister of Enlightenment in the last version of the Provisional Government, Vernadsky was much less inclined to cooperate with the Soviet regime. Together with several other officials of the deposed government, he signed an appeal to the Russian public protesting the Bolshevik coup. After the Bolsheviks ordered the arrest of signatories and the closing of the newspapers that published the document, Vernadsky decided to escape temporarily from Petrograd, take a leave from the Academy of Sciences and depart for his family home in a Ukrainian province (Vernadsky 1994, 223–224). The permanent secretary of the Academy and the former minister in the Provisional government, Ol’denburg, remained in the capital and played a key role in the negotiations with the Commissariat of Enlightenment. Initially, the Academy felt no less hostile towards the Bolsheviks than the universities and learned societies, but it also had a much stronger tradition of political obedience and privileged proximity to autocratic power. After debating the matter, the Academy leadership decided to refrain from issuing an open protest against the Bolshevik coup, and a few months later concluded an agreement with the Soviet government.14

The Bolsheviks wanted the Academy to embark on research related to the “rational development of industry and the rational distribution of the country’s economic forces” and were less interested in its traditional emphasis on “pure theoretical sciences.” The ground for the compromise was found in the activities of KEPS, the Commission for the Study of Natural Productive Forces. In return for material support and respect for its self-administration, the Academy expressed its agreement to work on “topics originating from the needs of state-building, while acting as the organizational center of the national research effort” (Bastrakova 1973, 127, 141). On

14 See the correspondence between the Academy and Narkompros in February-April 1918 in Bastrakova, Ostrovitsyanov, et al. 1968, 103–128.
12 April 1918 the Soviet government, Sovnarkom, approved funding for KEPS, which allowed the commission to develop activities on a much broader scale. The first two institutes proposed by KEPS – on physico-chemical analysis, and on platinum and precious metals – started working in the summer of 1918, followed by institutes on hydrology, ceramics, radium, and soil (Koltsov 1999, 80–85). In Vernadsky’s absence, the work of KEPS was coordinated by his former student and the commission’s secretary Aleksandr Fersman. The Academy quickly promoted the 35-year-old geologist to full membership, and in May 1920 Fersman departed for the Kola Peninsula at the head of the complex scientific expedition to study the Russian North (Fersman 1968). The expedition found rich deposits of phosphate minerals in the Khibin Mountains along with other ores and resources and it marked the beginning of the Soviet scientific and industrial cultivation of the unexplored north-eastern territories, which would later become one of the chief economic priorities for the Stalinist regime and its GULAG system of forced labor.16

Competition between Soviet commissariats stimulated the mushrooming of new research institutes. The Commissariat of Enlightenment, Narkompros, managed to monopolize the country’s educational system but could not prevent other emerging Soviet bureaucracies – in particular economic (VSNKh), medical (Narkomzdrav), agricultural (Narkomzem), army and navy (Narkomvoenmor) and communications (Narkompochtel) – from developing their own research and development empires. The large majority of the new institutes originated from proposals or activities that went back to World War I or slightly preceded it. What used to be the experimental factory of the Russian Physico-Chemical society’s War Chemical Committee became the Institute of Applied Chemistry under VSNKh. The industrial commissariat also nationalized the private institute Lithogaea as the Institute of Applied Mineralogy and reorganized the research laboratory on automobiles as the Automotive Institute (NAMI). By 1920 VSNKh controlled 16 research institutes, including the Central Aero-Hydrodynamic Institute (TsAGI) that worked on the design of airplanes, the institutes on metrology, food, fuel, fertilizers, and pure chemicals (Bastrakova 1973, 178–186; Bastrakova, Ostrovityanov et al. 1968, 283–311). The nationalization of banks deprived the Moscow Society for Scientific Institute of its financial assets, but its recently completed physical and biological institutes became, respectively, the Institute of Physics and Biophysics and the Institute of Experimental Biology under Narkomzdrav (Bastrakova 1973, 200). Two other formerly private institutions, Lesgaft Biological Laboratory (renamed the Institute for Natural Sciences) and Bekhterev’s

15 For the documents on the institutes of physico-chemical analysis, platinum, clay, and hydrology, see Bastrakova, Ostrovityanov et al. 1968, 129–142, 150–165. A general report on KEPS activities throughout the Civil War years was published in Lindener 1922. KEPS’s publishing activity rose despite the catastrophic economic situation from 85 printed pages in 1915, to 732 in 1916, 416 in 1917, 893 in 1918, 2038 in 1919, and 2264 in 1920 (Blok 1921).
16 On other expeditions organized by KEPS during the Civil War – the salt expeditions to Solikamsk and Kara-Bugaz, the bauxite expedition, the West-Siberian expedition, and the exploration of the Kursk magnetic anomaly, see Bastrakova, Ostrovityanov et al. 1968, 177–193; and Man’kovskiy 1960.
Institute for Brain Research, found a new patron in Narkompros (Bastrakova, Ostrovityanov, et al. 1968, 251–258). Narkompochtel’ undertook the commission to organize research on radio and in 1919 established the Central Radio Laboratory in Nizhniy Novgorod. By different estimates, 40 to 70 research institutes were created in the country by the end of the Civil War (Bastrakova 1973, 221–231, 162; Bastrakova, Ostrovityanov, et al. 1968, 8).

The Bolshevik government was the most important, but by no means the only political authority that supported scientific research in the Civil War-torn territory of the former Empire. The revolutionary chaos and armed conflict led to the decentralization of the political sphere and created more de-facto room for local initiatives by scientists and activist groups. Dozens of local proposals of new universities and institutes of higher learning that had been either turned down or red-taped by the rigid Tsarist bureaucracy received approval more easily—even if sometimes only on paper and with the primary hope of attaining better legitimacy—from the unstable Civil War administrations and rival regimes. Ten universities were opened in the country during the preceding 150 years of the monarchy, and no less than 24 new ones appeared in just the four years of the revolution and the Civil War. The new schools were founded by a variety of administrations, both Red and White ones, in the approximate proportion of two to one (Chanbarisov 1988, 39–55). Not all of them survived the turbulent years, but the majority did and changed forever the national scene of higher learning.

Vernadsky’s Civil War odyssey is particularly illustrative, since he managed to work under nearly all possible regimes, pursuing with a reasonable degree of success the same line of reform in science. At first, he organized KEPS and drafted proposals for a number of research institutes at the Imperial Academy of Sciences in Petrograd; he then continued the same activity under the Provisional Government. After he moved to Ukraine in early 1918, Vernadsky founded a local KEPS in his native Poltava province and later played a key role in the organization of the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences (with its own KEPS and research institutes) in Kiev, the capital of the newly proclaimed independent nation. The vulnerable Academy managed to survive all changes of political and military power in Kiev: from the German-backed regime through local nationalists, Soviet Red Army and White occupations, to the Ukrainian Soviet Republic. All, except White Russians who were the most hostile to Ukrainian independence, granted the Academy some kind of political patronage. During the White occupation in 1919, Vernadsky traveled south to meet with generals and plead on the Academy’s behalf and, as a result of contracting typhus and changed military fortunes, got stuck in the White Crimea. There he was elected rector of the recently founded Tauride University and organized—one more KEPS, this time to study the natural productive forces on the Crimean peninsula. Once the Red armies overran the last White stronghold in late 1920 and many academics—including George, his son—sailed off from the Crimea towards permanent emigration, Vernadsky returned to Petrograd to work under the Bolsheviks at the Russian Academy. In late 1921 he transformed the former radium
commission of his original KEPS into a full-scale Radium Institute with two departments, physical and chemical. Shortly thereafter, Vernadsky delegated the institute directorship to his deputy, radiochemist Vitaliy Khlopin, accepted a visiting professorship in Paris and went abroad with the official permission of the Soviet government.17

In the course of the Civil War, Bolshevik commissars fully accepted as “socialist” the idea of specialized research institutes separated from higher education, which had been developed by Russian academics shortly before the revolution. It corresponded well with their own bureaucratic and political interests and eventually became the dominant institutional form of Soviet science. Most of the newly established research units would be called “institutes,” and many older ones — laboratories, bureaus, experimental factories and stations — were renamed and reorganized into institutes. Bolsheviks especially welcomed research proposals that combined utilitarian goals with modernist, revolutionary overtones, and thus were particularly receptive to the novel undertakings that had started during World War I and reflected its needs. The chaotic and utopian mood of the revolutionary period allowed many proposals to win easy approval without long and careful consideration by the authorities. A number of the institutes did not survive the social difficulties of the Civil War and the financial shortages of the post-war transition to the New Economic Policy or survived only on paper. Several dozen of them, however, proved viable throughout all the turmoil and determined the future direction of the Soviet scientific effort. The period of prolonged war, revolution, and international isolation lasted overall from 1914 till 1921. Once it was over, Russian scientists could once again exchange information with foreign colleagues, occasionally travel to Europe, and compare their accomplishments with what had been achieved elsewhere. But by that time Soviet Russia had already established the foundation of its distinctive system of research and development. One of the best illustrations, and also one of the most important examples of this general process, is the story of optical glass.

5. From Optical Glass to the Optical Institute

In the 1930s, Sergey Vavilov, physicist, historian of science, and coordinator of Soviet optical industry, lamented that after a great start in the late eighteenth century and the important inventions by Euler, Lomonosov, and Aepinus, research on applied optics and optical instrumentation was practically neglected in Russia for almost a hundred years (Vavilov [1935] 1956, 147). Serious work had to start again from scratch in the early twentieth century. The young military engineer Yakov Perepelkin, a graduate of the Artillery Academy, arrived in 1899 at the Obukhov Steel Works in St. Petersburg...
with a commission from the Navy Ministry to organize the production of modern optical sights for naval and coastal artillery. By 1905 – during the war with Japan – he established at the factory a special optical workshop that manufactured artillery sights of several types from imported optical parts and from locally designed mechanical parts. Perepēłkin invited two military scientists as consultants: the applied mathematician and naval engineer Aleksey Krylov and the physicist Aleksandr Gershun. In 1906 Gershun quit his teaching job at the Artillery Officers’ Class in Kronstadt to become the workshop’s full-time employee and later director. By 1912, the optical workshop manufactured a wider assortment of military optical devices, including binoculars and range-finders, and employed some 150 workers, which still did not satisfy the army’s needs even during the period of peace (Chenakal 1947, 161–162).

The workshop’s employment expanded dramatically during the Great War and reached almost 700 in 1917. Meanwhile, shortly before his death in 1915, Gershun managed to start another, private optical factory under the newly organized Russian Optico-Mechanical Joint-Stock Company. Both were mobilized to work on military needs, together with a few smaller private workshops and with two sequestered Riga-based subsidiaries of the German optical firms Zeiss and Hertz. The main bottleneck during wartime, however, was the shortage of optical glass. In the pre-war decades, Germany alone possessed the advanced know-how and had practically monopolized the world production of high-quality optical glass. Both Russia and her allies had depended on the imports of such glass from Germany and had to undertake urgent measures during the war to develop their own production. On behalf of the Chief Artillery Administration, Lieutenant-General A. L. Korol’kov inspected all existing optical facilities and estimated the total amount of optical glass available at the start of the war to be somewhat below one ton. Korol’kov then turned for help to the administration of the Imperial Porcelain and Glass Factory in Petrograd.18

The situation became critical in the fall of 1915: optical factories were about to stop production due to the shortage of glass, while attempts to import glass from England and France had not been very successful since the Allies experienced shortages themselves. Meanwhile, the first series of experiments on the production of optical glass at the Porcelain Factory had convinced the military of the necessity to conduct extended research and to “bring into the effort scientific and technical experts.”19 The factory’s chief engineer, Nikolay Kachalov, appointed a young chemist I’lya Grebenshchikov as the head of the optical glass workshop and invited as consultants several academic scientists, including the university physicist Dmitriy

18 “Perepiska . . . o zakupkah, dostavke i proizvodstve opticheskogo stekla i priborov . . ., 1914–1916,” VIA, f. 504, op. 10, d. 8, pp. 2–39. On German optical industry and the wartime problem of the production of the optical glass and military optical equipment in other belligerent countries, see Feffer 1994; Hagen 1996; MacLeod and MacLeod 1975; MacAdam 1964.


The son of a historian and high-level official at the Ministry of Enlightenment, Rozhdestvenskiy graduated from St. Petersburg University in 1900 and was subsequently employed there as assistant at the Physical Institute. Together with his friends Paul Ehrenfest (Poł Erenfest) and Abram Ioffe, Rozhdestvenskiy founded the circle of young physicists and challenged the authority of senior St. Petersburg professors who – unlike Lebedev in Moscow – were oriented towards teaching rather than advanced research. The young Turks’ career advancement was hampered by a number of bureaucratic problems. Ehrenfest – an Austrian Jew married to a Russian and without any official religious affiliation – could not find a regular position in Russia and eventually left the country in 1912 to succeed Hendrik Antoon Lorentz at the University of Leiden. Rozhdestvenskiy and Ioffe became professors only in 1915, the former at the University and the latter at the Polytechnical Institute. By that time, Rozhdestvenskiy was already one of the world’s leading experts on spectroscopy and the author of an ingenious method for studying anomalous dispersion that provided important results for the emerging quantum theory of the atom.20

Almost simultaneously with his appointment, Rozhdestvenskiy became director of the University’s Physical Institute and was also invited to be a consultant for the production of optical glass at the Imperial Porcelain Factory. He readily acquiesced to the idea of working on war-related needs alongside scientific research and started attending a vocational school to learn the professional technician’s skill of glass cutting and polishing (Gulo and Osinovskiy 1980, 67). Meanwhile, Grebenshchikov traveled to Britain to learn the Allies’ know-how. With his and other consultants’ guidance, the optical glass workshop delivered its first quantities of glass to instrument factories in May 1916. By the time of the revolution one year later, it had produced approximately three tons of glass of an expanding assortment but with still very unstable and barely acceptable quality. In order to solve this problem, Rozhdestvenskiy set up a special research group at the University’s Physical Institute and also added a calculating bureau to design optical instruments. In their ambitious plans, Russian scientists envisioned an entire research-cum-production complex with an advanced laboratory, a specialized optical glass factory, and a factory for manufacturing optical devices (Grebenshchikov and Rozhdestvenskiy [1918b] 1993, 22; Frish and Stozharov 1976, 28; Gulo and Osinovskiy 1980, 67–68).

The February revolution and the end of the monarchy initially inspired huge public enthusiasm, but the mood quickly turned sour as the new Provisional Government was unable to control persistent conflicts and revolutionary chaos spread rapidly across the country. Due to unrest among workers and to the new

20 On Rozhdestvenskiy’s biography and his studies of anomalous dispersion, see Frish, Stozharov 1976; Gulo, Osinovskiy 1980; and the essay by S. E. Frish in the volume of selected papers by Rozhdestvenskiy (1951). On Ehrenfest (Ehrenfest) see the biographies by Frenkel’ (1977) and Klein (1970). On Ioffe, see the books by Josephson (1991) and Sominskiy (1964).
administration’s change of priorities, by the end of 1917 the production of optical glass at the Porcelain Factory was disorganized, and cadres of qualified workers fled. Rozhdestvenskiy saved the research part of the enterprise by transferring it to Vernadsky’s KEPS in May 1918, where it was reconstituted as the Department of Optical Technology. One of the first if not the very first among academic institutions, KEPS started receiving subsidies from the new Bolshevik government in spring 1918 and submitted proposals for several research institutes. Among the plans for possible further actions discussed within KEPS during the summer of 1918 was the idea of an Optical Institute (Gulo and Osinovskiy 1980, 69).

Meanwhile, Rozhdestvenskiy received another offer that came from Petrograd medical circles. Since 1913 Mikhail Nemenov and several other activists among medical doctors were trying to organize the Russian Society of Roentgenologists and Radiologists. They finally succeeded in 1916 and in December of that year convened the society’s first all-Russian congress in Moscow to discuss the uses of X-rays in war medicine (Troitskaya 1920). According to Nemenov’s recollections, in 1913 he submitted the first proposal to turn his X-ray laboratory at the Women’s Medical Institute into a radiological institute, but with the start of the war the project was shelved. In March 1918 Nemenov turned with the same idea to Anatoliy Lunacharsky (Lunacharskiy), the Commissar of Enlightenment in the new Bolshevik government, and, with some astonishment, saw his proposal approved within a few days. Acting in a fast revolutionary way, Nemenov appropriated or usurped for the new institute several buildings of the former Lyceum, a school for nobles, and medical equipment from the community war clinic where he served as the chief physician (Nemenov 1920; 1928, 2–6). In September, Lunacharsky approved the organization of the institute’s second department, physico-technical, under the directorship of the physicist Ioffe from Petrograd Polytechnical Institute. The department’s task was to study physical phenomena associated with X-rays and to test X-ray tubes and equipment for the medico-biological department. Because of the tensions with other physicians and especially with the administration, the State Roentgenological and Radiological Institute (GRRI) separated completely from the Women’s Medical Institute in October 1918, thus also achieving the separation between teaching and research. The institute’s statute adopted in the same month envisioned the creation of two more departments: on optics – with Rozhdestvenskiy in mind – and on radium (Bastrakova, Ostrovityanov, et. al. 1968, 232–237; Nemenov 1928, 6–8; Sominskiy 1964, 195–198).21

21 The Optical department within GRRI never materialized, while the radium department remained largely inactive due to the early death of its director, L. S. Kolovrat-Chervinskii, until it was absorbed into Vernadsky’s Radium Institute in 1922. In late 1921 GRRI split into two separate institutes, medico-biological and physico-technical. The latter, directed by Ioffe, subsequently became so much more prosperous and famous under the name of Leningrad Physico-Technical Institute, that historical narratives often overlook its early status as a department within the more complex, multidisciplinary GRRI. The exceptions are two detailed studies of the Physico–Technical Institute and of the activities of its director A. F. Ioffe (Sominskiy 1964 and Josephson 1991).
Either of these ways would have probably worked for Rozhdestvenskiy, but he definitely preferred the third opportunity that arose almost simultaneously. With the start of the Civil War in summer 1918, the all-but-abandoned military production became important once again to satisfy the needs of the newly created Red Army. On 18 October the Chief Artillery Administration under the new red leadership requested credit from the Bolshevik government for the restoration of the optical industry. On 15 November Rozhdestvenskiy received a letter from Nikolay Gorbunov, in which the secretary of the Soviet government and a chief official at the economic commissariat (VSNKh) inquired about the possibilities of resuming the production of binoculars for the Red Army. Rozhdestvenskiy, whose political views were socialist, replied without delay with an ambitious proposal for the revival of the entire optical industry through scientific leadership. Exactly one month later, upon receiving encouragement from Bolshevik officials, he invited twenty colleagues and researchers to the founding meeting of the State Optical Institute (Gulo and Osinovskiy 1980, 70).

6. From the Optical Institute to an Optical Industry: Modernization, Soviet Style

At the meeting convened by Rozhdestvenskiy on 15 December 1918, a document was adopted and sent to the Commissariat of Enlightenment proposing a novel kind of academic institution, “in which science and technology would be inseparably linked together.” The proposal argued that it was impossible for an individual university laboratory to cope with the increased complexity and expenditures of modern theoretical and experimental optics. A larger separate institution was thus needed to conduct planned research in the field in a centralized and coordinated way. At the same time, the new technological tasks of the optical industry and glass production required increased involvement of science on an everyday basis. The proposed State Optical Institute promised to answer both these demands by fusing advanced scientific research in fundamental optics with the design and industrial production of sophisticated optical technology (Rozhdestvenskiy [1918] 1993; Frish and Stojarov 1976, 67). Accordingly, the Institute consisted of two departments – science and technology – with tasks defined as:

I. Scientific Tasks:
1. Research on optics in the visible, infrared and ultraviolet regions, in particular with regard to the questions of the constitution of the atom . . .

2. The creation and maintenance of central experimental devices for optical research in the Republic, devices that exceed the capacities of individual university laboratories;

II. Technical Tasks:
1. Research on optical instruments and devices . . . in the Laboratory of Geometrical Optics;
2. An Optical Workshop for the production of precision devices . . . ;
3. A Calculating Bureau for the design of large optical systems (also serving the needs of the State Obukhov and Pig Iron Plants), of national importance;
4. Assisting the development of optical technology in Russia; . . . (Polozheniye [1918] 1993, 52)

The emphasis on collectivism, centralism, and large experimental devices that could not be managed by individual university laboratories and institutes justified the dimensions of the proposed enterprise. Designed with the goal of solving a complex technological problem, the institute ignored traditional disciplinary boundaries in science. It was de facto multidisciplinary in character and employed engineers together with scientists of diverse backgrounds. Thus, while the State Roentgenological and Radiological Institute simultaneously pursued research and new X-ray technology in medicine, physics, and geology, the Optical Institute combined physics, chemistry, mathematics and engineering.

A separate appendix demanded further that the production of optical glass should be taken from the Porcelain Factory and transformed into a separate optical glass factory, to be run by a “scientific collegiate body,” comprised mostly of representatives of the Optical Institute. An additional factory for the manufacturing of optical devices also had to be established and subordinated to scientists in a similar way. Scientists thus claimed responsibility not only for research and design of technology, but for controlling regular industrial production as well:

The scientific element has to play the leading role in the factory, just as it played de facto before [during the World War]. Seriously, the problem of optical glass is more a scientific rather than a technical problem, and the factory would thus appropriately belong to the Commissariat of Enlightenment. Rather than just consulting, scientific cadres should have a decisive word in all main issues. Currently, consultants cannot get their recommendations fulfilled . . . and the entire production halted. It is clear that the factory administration has to be put under the real and powerful control of a scientific collegium, which clearly understands the national importance of the production of optical glass and, together with the factory administration, determines technical plans and their fulfillment. (Gulo and Osinovskiy 1980, 76–77)

On 26 April 1919, the Commissar of Enlightenment, Anatoliy Lunacharsky, signed the official decree establishing the State Optical Institute. The laconic text approved the main principles proposed by scientists – the institute with two departments and with the optical glass factory subordinated to it – but did not specify the exact
method of how the factory had to be administered (Gulo and Osinovskiy 1980, 81–82). Without waiting for official approval, Rozhdestvenskiy and his colleagues started the Institute de facto in just a fortnight after the initial founding meeting. The Institute’s first list of staff included 35 specialists (Polozheniye [1918] 1993, 51). In January 1919 they hired the first dozen additional “technicians” selected from among the student body of the University.23 While continuing to take classes at the physico-mathematical department, students received their first practical assignments at the State Optical Institute along with food rations, a matter of life and death in a freezing and starving Petrograd. The institute itself was initially housed in several rooms of the university’s Physical Institute, until Rozhdestvenskiy managed to get hold of an adjacent empty building of a nationalized candy factory. With thick walls, deep cellars and spacious rooms, the building was found perfectly suitable for conducting experiments in optics. In February 1919 the newly organized institute hosted the first Congress of Russian physicists, which established the national learned society, the Russian Association of Physicists (Kononkov and Osinovskiy 1968).24

While creating unprecedented opportunities for radical reforms and institutional novelities, the revolution and the civil war also destroyed most of the material conditions for normal work, especially in Petrograd and other big cities overwhelmed by cold, starvation, and anarchy in the streets. The general economic disorganization and the flight of skilled workers to their native villages brought the optical glass production to a halt in 1919.25 By year’s end Rozhdestvenskiy could report only a theoretical piece of work, though one with revolutionary aspirations. Typed invitations to his presentation at the Optical Institute in December 1919 assured Petrograd physicists of an incredible luxury: a heated lecture hall. The audience had to arrive on foot, since the city trams were not running, and listened to the speaker, who was feeling “very weak, but with a mind exceptionally clear, thanks to malnutrition” (Gulo and Osinovskiy 1980, 88). In his presentation, Rozhdestvenskiy challenged the Sommerfeld theory of 1916, the improvement of the 1913 Bohr atomic model and one of the last pieces of scientific news to reach Russia before the total break of communications with colleagues in Europe. He generalized the elliptic orbital model for alkali metals, succeeded in classifying their spectra, and, most importantly, concluded that atoms have an inner magnetic field which – rather than relativistic effects – caused the doublet separation of spectral lines (Rozhdestvenskiy 1923). Several of them later became famous scientists: Vladimir Fock, Aleksandr Terepin, Lev Shubnikov, Sergey Frish and Yevgeniy Gross (Gorokhovskiy 1968, 12). Like many other scholars, Rozhdestvenskiy initially hoped to retain his teaching position alongside his new research job at the institute. In 1919 he pushed forward a major reform of the physics curriculum at Petrograd University. By the mid-1920s, however, he had to quit his university professorship due to disagreements with Narkompros over teaching methods, and concentrated on research at the Optical Institute (Frish 1992, 129–130). The episode is symptomatic of the growing administrative separation between advanced teaching and advanced research in the Soviet system.24 The subsequent activities of the Russian Association of Physicists have been studied in Josephson 1991.

23 The Petrograd population fell from 2.42 million in 1917 to 720 thousand in 1920, partly from disease, cold, and hunger, but mostly from people fleeing to the countryside closer to supplies of food.
1920). Having no other means of relating the news to foreign colleagues, Petrograd physicists broadcast a radio message addressed to Lorentz and Ehrenfest in Leiden:

Professor Rozhdestvenskiy succeeded in proving that spectral series of all elements correspond to Sommerfeld’s ellipses. The normal structure of lithium is established. Doublets in series are caused by the magnetic field of the inner shells. Krutkov is working on the anomalous Zeeman effect and on the normal effect in strong fields. Bursian is studying the electric influence of inner shells. We have no literature since the beginning of 1917. The collegium of the Optical Institute requests information on what has been done on related problems outside Russia. Please address the radio message to Rozhdestvenskiy, University, Petrograd. The help is kindly requested from the Amsterdam Academy in shipping scientific literature. Greetings from the Petrograd physicists. (Levshin 1986, 155–6)

Soviet newspapers published inflated reports of a “world-class scientific discovery,” the proof of the divisibility of atoms and of the Soviet government’s generous support of science. A different ideology – the obsession with world domination – showed up in the misrepresentation of the radio message in British media: the journal Nation commented that if the information on a Russian scientist’s mastery of atomic energy were true, the owner of the secret would be positioned to rule the entire planet. Upon receiving a report from Rozhdestvenskiy, Narkompros approved funding for the special Atomic Commission to work on the mathematical theory of the atom, which marked the beginning of Soviet theoretical physics. For almost two years, the Commission provided twenty physicists and mathematicians – including Vladimir Fock (Fok) and Alexander Friedmann (Aleksandr Fridman) – with Red Army military rations, which undoubtedly saved several lives. During this time, Friedmann produced the first really great achievement in Soviet physics: two papers on non-stationary solutions in Einstein’s general relativity, the cornerstone of all modern theories of the expanding Universe (Friedmann 1922, 1924; Gulo and Osinovskiy 1980, 92–96; Tropp et al. 1993).

As the Civil War drew to a close, the Academy of Sciences sent a report to the Soviet government on the critical situation in Russian science and the urgent need to restore its contacts with the West. Several senior scientists – including Nemenov, Ioffe, Krylov and Rozhdestvenskiy – were sent abroad in late 1920 and early 1921 with the primary goal of purchasing scientific literature and instruments. Rozhdestvenskiy received the astronomical sum of 200,000 hard currency rubles (an estimated $80,000) to equip the Optical Institute. Inflation in Germany allowed him to use this money very effectively. Stuffed with the most up-to-date instruments, the institute counted 86 staff members in 1922 (more than half of them scientists) and embarked on intensive research in several directions: spectroscopy and quantum theory, optical

glass technology, geometrical optics and the design of optical devices, physical and later also electron optics, photography, photometry and photochemistry.27

The same team that tried to make optical glass during the war – the engineer Kachalov, the chemist Grebenshchikov, and the physicist Rozhdestvenskiy – now took on the task of organizing its full-scale production. After a serious fight with the administration of the Porcelain Factory and with industry officials who insisted on continuing imports, Rozhdestvenskiy pushed forward the decision to separate the optical glass workshop as an independent factory under Kachalov’s directorship. Appropriate funding came only at the end of 1923, when the factory changed its affiliation from Narkompros to the much more powerful industrial commissariat VSNKh. Production resumed in February 1924 with monthly output rising to six tons by the summer. The problems with quality and assortment lasted well into 1926, when Optical Institute scientists developed the original know-how, which allowed the Soviet Union to stop importing optical glass after 1927 (Grebenshchikov 1933; Rozhdestvenskiy 1932; Gulo and Osinovskiy 1980, 105–130).

The initial success formed the basis for the Optical Institute’s subsequent leading role in the creation of the entire Soviet optical industry. The institute’s staff grew in the process to 240 in 1931 and 600 in 1936 (Gorokhovskiy 1968, 13, 21), while the Soviet Union developed into an independent producer and later exporter of optical technology. The work done at the institute ranged from Fock’s fundamental theories of the atom (the Fock-Hartree method) and Terenin’s discovery of the superfine structure of atomic spectra to the design of the entire spectrum of optical devices – lamps, cameras, microscopes, telescopes, sights, etc. – for both civilian and military use. The balance between different aspects of research – fundamental and applied, military and civilian, classified and open – was changing with time and often created problems, especially in the early 1930s when Rozhdestvenskiy resigned from the directorship over disagreements with industrial officials.28 The basic principle of combining science with technology, and physics with chemistry and engineering, however, remained valid for the entire Soviet period.

The experience of the Optical and other early institutes set the paradigmatic example for the general Soviet style of industrial modernization, which was driven primarily by science rather than by market mechanisms. The mainstream method of creating new technology in the Soviet Union – since the 1920s and at least until the end of the Stalin period – consisted in setting up a special research institute in association with an experimental factory or workshop, whereby the institute and its researchers enjoyed a substantial degree of authority over industrial production, rather than the reverse. As the key element of the Soviet modernization effort, such

27 On Rozhdestvenskiy’s foreign trip and purchases, see Gulo and Osinovskiy 1980, 98–104.
28 The complicated story of the Optical Institute transcends the scope of this investigation and largely remains to be written. For the in-house history of the institute and its fifty years of research in fundamental, applied, and technological directions, see Gorokhovskiy 1968. For revealing informal recollections by one of its leading physicists, see Frish 1992.
institutes – often nicknamed “the general staff” of the corresponding industry – shared responsibility for many of its successes and failures.

Conclusions

As the Civil War came to an end, the academic community reviewed on the pages of its new mouthpiece, *Science and Its Workers*, what had happened to science in various parts of the country, in the center as well as in Siberia and in the Crimea. In the journal’s editorial manifesto, the KEPS secretary Fersman formulated the two main tasks facing Russian scientists. The first one – international – was to restore contacts with foreign colleagues, to resume the exchange of ideas and information and to “fight with all forces of persuasion against the chauvinism of some countries that resist contacts between former enemies.” The second one – domestic – was to foster new collective forms of the organization of research and to build up the “state network of scientific research institutions,” especially applied ones. In an exalted style that reflected the characteristic revolutionary utopianism, Fersman anticipated radical changes in institutions as well as in the content of science:

In these years, when the foundations of a new scientific worldview are laid, when old schemes are broken, when the great new achievements that apparently contradict common sense are growing upon the ruins of what was thought to be the unshakable truth; in these years when the bold flight of creativity of the scientist can only be compared to the fantasy of the poet; in these years new forms of scientific work are forged, and scientific thought imperatively seeks new paths, along which it would victoriously proceed towards great new accomplishments. (Fersman 1921, 3)

Vernadsky echoed this message in a private letter from Paris to his émigré friend and former political comrade-in-arms Ivan Petrunkevich:

It seems to me that here [in the West] they do not recognize the huge cultural task that has been accomplished, accomplished in the face of sufferings, humiliations, destruction. . . . Of course, in a police state . . . freedom is relative and it is necessary to defend it continually. A lot has been created in Moscow and Petersburg, de facto a lot, although little by comparison with the plans of 1915–1917. And curiously enough, a lot has been created in the provinces. (Vernadsky to I. I. Petrunkevich, 10 March 1923, quoted in Bailes 1989, 268, 291)

New scientific forms, indeed, were forged out of the innovative World War I proposals modified by revolutionary visions. Although their development was anything but orderly, certain important tendencies prevailed. Most of the new institutes were organized by professors and some remained affiliated with universities
and colleges, yet an increasingly dominant trend consisted of their institutional separation from higher education. Their favorite form – a state-sponsored research institution directed simultaneously towards advanced research and a utilitarian service – was closer to the proposal by Vernadsky of 1916 than to that by Timiryazev of 1911. The popular organizational principles emphasized centralism, planning, collectivism, and a quantum leap towards largesse in all quantitative measures – personnel, instruments, networks – over the previous generation of research laboratories. The magnificent practical, even if not always realistically achievable, goal reflected the typical revolutionary combination of utopianism and utilitarianism. The hope was often founded upon a radically novel theory or technology with revolutionary symbolism, such as radio, aviation, automobile, genetics, X-rays, or radioactivity. The appropriate research and development enterprises usually had to be multidisciplinary in character. Their tasks often included production – manufacturing X-ray tubes, making optical glass, designing aircraft, or improving the sorting of grain – and many of the institutes had experimental factories or production units closely associated with or administratively subordinated to research, rather than the reverse.

Loren Graham has described the birth of the characteristically Soviet system of research institutes as “the combination of revolutionary innovation and international borrowing” (Graham 1975). The current study shows that the above formula needs to be modified. It was, indeed, a revolutionary innovation, but one that started already before the revolution itself and did not originate from a particular political or ideological agenda of a revolutionary party. Instead, it came from scholars who responded to the crisis of World War I and to the general revolutionary situation in the country, which contributed to the radicalism of their proposals. After the revolution, Bolsheviks accepted, endorsed, and internalized many essential elements of the proposed reform of science not only because they were almost as strongly pro-science as the researchers themselves, but also – and not in a small sense – because they, too, operated in the same situation of the war and revolutionary crisis. The values and interests of scientists and of the Soviet government overlapped, in particular, in the idea of a research institute, which helped materialize the proposed reform and gave it its specific spin.

A kind of international borrowing also existed, but a rather ironic one. Exact borrowing between different cultures is hardly possible even under the most favorable conditions. In the story presented above, Russia’s international isolation during the war appears to have been a much more effective factor than the desire of its academics to imitate the “West.” Russian scientists sensed and shared the general international trends of the period, such as the growing recognition of science as a profession, the tighter links between research and technology, especially military technology, and the resulting increase of governments’ interest in science and science policy. They presented their proposals – sincerely as well as rhetorically – as following and catching up with other major scientific nations. The real information they had about the developments in other countries, however, was not only severely limited, but also
reinterpreted by them in a rather idiosyncratic way. As a result, Russian scientists designed what was, in fact, a novel system of research and development.

During the same period, scientists in other European countries, including Britain, advanced similar proposals for “centrally planned and government-funded” science, public science policy, the opening of new institutions for linking advanced research to industrial and military needs, and an increased political role for scientists (Turner 1980; Wang 1995; Hull 1999). In France, Marie Curie lobbied for the organization of a laboratory-factory, supervised by scientists, funded by the government, and responsible for running the national radium industry (Boudia and Roqué 1997, 253; Roqué, forthcoming). Even in the United States, less affected by the war, George Hale tried to reform the National Academy, create centralized national laboratories, and connect pure science with military preparations (Tobey 1971, ch. 2). Some of these initiatives failed, others succeeded partly, or temporarily, for the period of war, and retreated afterwards. In Civil-War Russia, assisted by the revolutionary desire for radical change, scientists managed to realize similar proposals in a much more comprehensive, abrupt way, and to preserve the result during the ensuing period of peace under the notion of “Soviet (or socialist) model of research.”

International influence of this institutional model started already in the 1920s, when it was borrowed by the nationalist Guomindang regime in the Republic of China (Greene 1997). Elsewhere, most notably in the United States, comparable changes occurred later, typically as a result of another World War, and survived afterwards in the form of national laboratories and other institutions, under the unofficial name “big science” (the label “socialist” could not be used during the Cold War for obvious reasons). Despite the difference in names, the two phenomena are homologous and apparently are parts of the same social process. They share most of the essential features, such as gigantomania, state support, the cult of science in society, (con)fusion between science and engineering, multidisciplinary research, collective or team work, complex bureaucracy and militarization. Historians have already referred to Soviet science as the ultimate example of “big science,” although without explicitly pointing out that it chronologically preceded the better known cases.

The mentality and propaganda of the Cold War period paid more attention to ideological contrasts and oppositions between the rival systems, while usually inventing different names for or turning a blind eye towards similarities. Looking back now at the experience of the past century from a less partisan perspective, on the contrary, reveals ever more of its common trends.

29 The episode is not an isolated phenomenon, but part of a more general trend, in which the Russian revolution served as a springboard for jumping from backwardness to utopia, pioneering and testing (sometimes prematurely, or ahead of better prepared nations) many of the essential social and economic innovations of the twentieth century (Carr 1947; Hoffmann and Holquist, forthcoming).

30 See, for example, Graham 1992. The basic historical account of the big science, however, overlooks the existence of an earlier Soviet version (Galison and Hevly 1992).
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